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The "index theorem" whose spirit we invoke says that the index of a product of Fredholm operators is the sum of their indexes; our extension is to operators with "generalized inverses". T=TT'T;
then T' is called a generalized inverse, or pseudo-inverse, for T ( [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] ). It is familiar that we can always arrange With these preparations, we are ready to meet our ghost:
Received by the editors November 8, 1988 . If T and 5 and hence also ST are Fredholm then the subspaces in (2.1) are all finite dimensional, and hence the isomorphism (2.1) says that both sides are of equal dimension. To say that the difference between the dimensions on each side of (2.1) is zero is to state the "index theorem" for Fredholm operators in its usual form. Of course the essence of Theorem 2 holds in a general additive category [3] , in particular for the elements of a ring.
The operators which go to make up the matrices U and V come from the exact sequence used in the "one-diagram" proof of the index theorem due to Yang [8] ; the process of converting a split-exact sequence and its "inverse" into mutually invertible matrices comes from Putinar The projections U ST, TU S and STU also perform the splitting of X ,Y and Z used in the proof of Satason [9] .
